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H   ANDS ON FIREWALL FORWARD



LSA Workhorse The Rotax 912 Powerplant BY TIM KERN



IN THE ROUGHLY TWO decades since its introduction, the Austrianbuilt Rotax 912 engine has become the benchmark in its horsepower range, 80 to 100 hp, and is by far the most-popular engine in lightsport aircraft (LSA), from traditional ﬁxed-wing aircraft to weight-shift trikes and the Terrafugia ﬂying car. A turbocharged variant even powers the MQ-1 Predator unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). However, rumors and folklore persist about its habits and requirements, causing some pilots to hesitate buying the many designs the engine powers. This workhorse of LSA is winning over pilots who previously have ﬂown only traditional direct-drive aero engines, but it still bucks against conventional wisdom—sometimes an inﬂated term for unfamiliarity. A recent post on the Oshkosh365 discussion board (www.Oshkosh365.org) iterates this philosophy: “Without exception, every pilot who I have known that had a negative opinion of the Rotax 912 had no experience with them.”



Before we get into experience, let’s get some background. Familiarity with an engine’s design and habits is essential if one is to reliably reach time between overhauls (TBO) —or complete one’s next ﬂight. There are some important and basic differences between the Rotax and the Continentals and Lycomings many of us grew up with. Some are obvious from comparison in Table 1, but pilots need to understand these differences to have a successful relationship with this engine. The Rotax engines are small, geared, and liquid-cooled, with a dry sump. They are built to be higher-stressed—running high rpm and sporting dual carburetors,



TABLE 1: TRADITIONAL FLAT FOURS VERSUS THE ROTAX 912/912S



TRADITIONAL FLAT FOURS TCM O-200; LYCOMING O-235



ROTAX 912S (100 HP)



SUMP



Wet



Dry



DRIVE



Direct



Geared



Circa 2400



Circa 4800



OPERATING RPM COOLING BORE AND STROKE DISPLACEMENT COMPRESSION RATIO
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ROTAX 912 (80 HP)



Air



Water/Oil/Air



4.06 x 3.88 inches (O-200); 4.375 x 3.875 inches (O-235)



3.13 x 2.4 inches



3.31 x 2.4 inches



200 cubic inches (O-200); 235 cubic inches (O-235)



73.9 cubic inches



82.6 cubic inches



7:1 (O-200A); 6.5:1 (O-235C)



9:1



10.5:1



FUEL



Avgas, 80/87; 100LL



Non-ethanol premium mogas; occasional 100LL



OIL



Aviation oil



“motorcycle” oil (high rpm; gear and wet clutch compatible)
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WHERE DID THAT USED ENGINE COME FROM? The 912-derived engines are used in many UAVs or drones, and they sometimes show up on the used market looking like good deals. They’re probably not. UAV engines get replaced only when the UAV is unlikely to complete its mission, so these engines are well worn. Further, they’re usually turbocharged (members of the 914 family), and the turbos are not matched to the lower-level ﬂight that we ﬁnd so appealing and legal. They are not conﬁgured for any airframe you might be buying. They may also have unusual gear ratios in the boxes, and you won’t know that your chosen prop will be all wrong until it’s too late. They are often advertised as “overhauled,” something only a few reputable shops are capable of doing. Don’t consider it “overhauled” unless it was done by a Rotax-approved overhaul facility. Stay away from any engine whose provenance isn’t veriﬁable.



The 914 in a Predator drone. Unless you are building a Predator, you don’t want an old drone engine.



electronic ignition, and high compression ratios. They’re also light, quiet, and engineered as a system— from air ﬁlter through exhaust. They give the impression that every part is tagged, “Don’t mess with this!” In general, that is good advice. Adhering to operating and maintenance manuals and schedules is, if anything, more critical for these engines. PREFLIGHT AND STARTUP



When conducting a preﬂight on a Rotax-powered aircraft, you need to turn the engine over by hand a few times until you hear bubbles enter the oil tank. “Burping the tank” ensures that you’ll get a proper oil-level reading. (If the oil lines or cooler is full of air, the tank will read higher than actual.) This also helps pump up the hydraulic valve lifters.
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CHANGE IS IN THE AIR
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cubcrafters.com



Also note that the Rotax dipstick’s “ﬁll” and “top” lines are not a quart apart. (Just as with any other engine, the Rotax doesn’t like to be low or high on oil.) Determine the true meaning of the marks on your own airplane. Since the engine has a dry sump, the “proper” level is a function of where the oil tank is mounted and which end of the airplane has the third wheel. Coolant is special and must be checked with the engine cold at the pressure cap. Be sure there is some amount of coolant in the overﬂow tank, too. Leaks—oil or coolant—should be investigated and addressed before engine start. Once you’ve checked the levels, you’ll climb inside and note that there is a choke but no mixture control. The Rotax’s Bing carburetors are of the constant velocity (CV) type, and they do a decent job of metering air while taking density altitude into account, so Rotax doesn’t let you mess with mixture directly; the choke makes starting possible. Startup (turning the key) is familiar, but with a twist: it requires a closed throttle. Warm-up may feel unusual; if the Rotax idles too slowly (below about 1100 rpm), it has a tendency to cause gearbox chatter. This noisy low-speed running warns pilots that they’re using too few rpm. The choke is then gradually closed; when the engine runs smoothly and responds instantly to throttle at 2000-2100 rpm (without choke), it’s warmed up. Since the 912 is primarily water-cooled and has a remote oil sump, it may take a little longer to reach operating temperature than an air-cooled, wet sump engine. There is an aftermarket oil thermostat that lets a small amount of oil quickly reach operating temps. Either way, it takes a while for all the oil to get happy; give it ample warm-up time. Speaking of oils, do not operate your Rotax with typical aero oils. It’s a high-rpm engine with a gearbox and a wet clutch, so the closest analogy would be seen in a wet-clutch motorcycle rather than a standard aircraft engine or a car. (Auto oil generally contains “friction reducers” that are quite effective at making a wet clutch slip.) Unlike classic engines, the 912 runs its camshaft



100LL leaves deposits in the oil, requiring frequent tank cleaning and twice-as-frequent oil changes. Additionally, lead deposits build up internally, as seen here.
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Over 90 STCs worldwide!



FAA STC SA00485DE FAA STC SA02386CH



Pitts S2B, S2C



FAA STC SA0438WI



Grumman Tiger



FAA STC SA01658NY



FAA STC SA09565AC



The Winner‘s Propeller! FAA STCs available for: A1 Husky Cessna 172D-P,R,S Cessna 182A-R, A185E,F Cessna 206, 208 Caravan Cessna T210M-P,P210N,R Cessna 336/337A-F Cessna 340,340A +RAM Cessna 414 +RAM, 421C Grumman Tiger AA5B, AG5B Lake LA-4-200 Mooney M20E,F,J,K,L,M PAC 750 XL Pitts S2A, S2B, S2C Piper PA-28-R 201T, RT 201T Piper PA-32-R300 Piper PA-42-1000 Piper PA-46-310P, 350P Piper PA-60 Aerostar series Shorts SC7



and many more...



He



MT-Propeller Entwicklung GmbH Phone: 01149-9429-94090 Fax: 01149-9429-8432 [email protected]



:



MT-Propeller USA, Inc. Phone: (386) 736-7762 Fax: (386) 736-7696 [email protected]
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Lack of oil, or air in the oil, can cause expensive damage. The case must be replaced, and this camshaft, probably.



FLIGHT GUIDE HAS THE SOLUTION FOR THE ACTIVE PILOT! directly in the engine cases; there are no cam bearings. (Rotax does not officially endorse line-boring and adding cam bearings at overhaul time, but many shops will do this if you are ﬂying an aircraft certiﬁcated in an experimental category. But, that procedure is absolutely outside the LSA rules.) Rotax recommends the proper oils and ﬁlters. Use them. Before we leave the subject of oil, you can introduce air into the oil passages by turning the prop backward. That will quite likely help destroy your engine.



FLIGHT GUIDE GOES IFR ®



FLIGHT GUIDE eBOOK For Portable Electronic Readers



AIRBORNE: IT’S STILL DIFFERENT



In the air, newly converted Rotax pilots can drive themselves nutty looking at the tachometer and



VA LUA B L E A DV I C E



Are you a new Rotax engine owner/user? Rotax recommends a service and maintenance course from an authorized Rotax training organization. A global list of approved oﬀerings is available at www.Rotax-Owner.com. These schools have a standardized curriculum and highly qualiﬁed instructors. SOURCES: www.Rotax-Owner.com, www.RotechFlightSafety.com, and www.AeroTechnicalInstitute.com



What's better than having Flight Guide airport data in your cockpit? How about Flight Guide airport data and IFR approach plates integrated with each airport! Introducing Flight Guide eBooks now with IFR PilotPlates available for your portable Sony and Kindle DX Readers! Buy all three regions of both Flight Guide eBooks & IFR Pilot Plates, and together you will have yourself a suitcase full of printed IFR & VFR airport data, in one portable light weight digital reader, for a fraction of the cost! To order go to www.flightguide.com/so www.flightguide.com/sa • Airguide Publications, Inc. • 800 FLY-FLY1 (359-3591)
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GET THE SKILLS TO GET IT BUILT “Riveting was pretty intimidating and I wasn’t sure I could build an aluminum airplane. The EAA SportAir Workshop took all the mystery out of it and did a great job showing just how easy it was. When I got home I ordered the quick-build kit and four years later I was ﬂying. Thanks to EAA SportAir Workshops for helping this builder complete his life-long dream.” —Allen Checca, EAA #173766



BEGINS



DURATION



COURSE DESCRIPTION



LOCATION



April 9-11 April 17-18



2.5 days 2 days



Oshkosh, WI Detroit, MI



April 24-25 May 1-2 May 15-16 May 15-16



2 days 2 days 2 days 2 days



June 4-6 June 5-6



2.5 days 2 days



June 11-13



2.5 days



Repairman (LSA) Inspection – Airplane Composite Construction, Fabric Covering, Electrical Systems, Basic Sheet Metal, & What’s Involved in Kitbuilding Van’s RV Assembly Van’s RV Assembly Van’s RV Assembly Composite Construction, Fabric Covering, Electrical Systems, Basic Sheet Metal, & What’s Involved in Kitbuilding Repairman (LSA) Inspection – Airplane Composite Construction, Fabric Covering, Electrical Systems, Gas Welding, Basic Sheet Metal, & What’s Involved in Kitbuilding Repairman (LSA) Inspection – Airplane



June 12-13



2 days



Fabric Covering



Frederick, MD



Riverside, CA Oshkosh, WI Arlington, WA Kansas City, MO



Oshkosh, WI Pittsburgh, PA



Waco, TX



See online schedule for additional upcoming classes VISIT WWW.SPORTAIR.COM OR CALL 1-800-967-5746 FOR DETAILS EAA SportAir Sponsors:
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trying to ﬁgure out how fast the prop is turning. Respectfully, who cares? As long as the engine is in its proper rpm range, the prop will be, too. Manufacturers spend a lot of time matching their airframes to the engines and props they offer. If you’re building the whole airplane, ask the prop manufacturer for a good beginning setting. Don’t deviate from that until you have good reason to. During the introduction of the PiperSport at the U.S. Sport Aviation Expo in Sebring, Florida, in January, a company official was extolling the 912’s ability to run on 100LL, on ethanol-mix mogas, or on proper unleaded premium. While the engine will indeed burn all of these, the best fuel to use is premium unleaded. Rotax says ethanol up to 10 percent can be used, but ethanol reduces power and may attack airframe or fuel system parts. 100LL has so much lead that it halves oil change intervals and requires frequent cleaning of the oil tank to remove lead deposits. Excess lead also builds up on the engine’s valves and piston crowns and contaminates other surfaces, including the slipper clutch in the gearbox. (If you’re cleaning the oil lines or cooler, don’t use the parts-cleaning tank. It’s full of tiny slivers of somebody else’s metal, and that swarf will ruin your little gem of a Rotax faster than you can say, “Oh, heck.”) When it comes to maintenance, the Rotax isn’t difficult. The hydraulic lifters handle valve clearance. You can’t adjust the ignition timing; it’s ﬁxed. Spark plugs can be replaced or gapped without special knowledge or tools. The carburetors need to be in synch with each other, but since they’re nominally selfadjusting, why would you try it? Parts do wear out, throttle cables stretch, carb needles develop ﬂat spots, and jets can get out of round, but it takes a mechanic who knows what he’s looking for to spot and ﬁx these problems at regular maintenance intervals. Don’t touch anything else. The good news is that Rotax engines, if kept clean, operated in their proper ranges, and fed the proper ﬂuids, will perform predictably for a long time. Current TBO is 2,000 hours.



The position of the oil tank and whether the airplane is equipped with a nosewheel or tail wheel ﬁgure into your knowing when the oil level is acceptable (tank shown at lower left). CONSIDERATIONS



When you’re building your own aircraft and thinking about controls, consider that the Rotax carburetors have built-in throttle springs. (In the event of throttle cable breakage, the throttle will go to full rpm, so you won’t be left with idle power at a critical phase of ﬂight. With full power hard-wired, you at least have control with the mag switch.) That means the carburetor will always be trying to pull the throttle open. A vernier throttle (as you’d ordinarily see handling mixture control on a Lycoming or Continental) or other frictiontype throttle system helps keep the throttle from creeping open as you ﬂy. Note that some airframe manufacturers use these throttle springs to pull to idle! Be sure you know how your aircraft is set up and know what to expect if a throttle cable breaks. If you build your own aircraft, remember that the Rotax was designed as a system. If you change intake or exhaust systems, for instance, you should plan extensive experimentation to get the carb jetting and needle proﬁles just right. Don’t



Visit: www.SonexAircraft.com or call: 920.231.8297



know how to do this? Use the whole system, as delivered. In ﬂight, the Rotax is predictable and friendly. Liquid cooling makes it less susceptible to thermal shocks. It’s quiet and smooth. It burns 3.5–5 gph, depending on how you ﬂy it. Watch cylinder head, oil, and water temperatures. (Some builders also add a water pressure gauge to spot coolant leaks early on.) Feed the engine fresh, non-ethanol unleaded gasoline. Check the fuel ﬁlter(s) frequently. Do the oil changes on schedule. Have a Rotax mechanic check things at recommended intervals. Don’t let bad trends continue— and you’ll learn the Rotax is an economical delight to ﬂy, every bit as reliable as the old faithful direct-drive engines that have dominated our sport for 80 years. Tim Kern, EAA 825075, is a private pilot and Certiﬁed Aviation Manager as well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis, Indiana. You can ﬁnd him online at www.TimKern.com. Special thanks to Mark Paskevich of Rotech Flight Safety Inc.



REGISTER AT ROTAX-OWNER.COM To better understand the unique requirements of your Rotax, explore the resources at www.RotaxOwner.com (Registration, e-mail updates, and product reviews are free.) That site hosts a complete video library of both e-learning and expanded video instructions that explain proper maintenance, available for an annual fee. This information is especially useful if your mechanic is not familiar with Rotax engines. Rotax engines have unique requirements; by watching Rotax-Owner videos, owners, operators, and maintenance personnel will be better informed to perform the right procedures and appreciate additional training rather than working from assumptions that do not apply to your Rotax. Lastly, register at www.Rotax-Owner.com to receive all critical safety and service information about Rotax engines as released by the Rotax factory. This factory-authorized site is the best way to stay up to date on the latest Rotax information and news. The more you know about your engine, the happier you will be with it!
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